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be  protected  against the possible  exercise of any
such power.	J
 27.	Another drawback is at present experienced
as    regards    temporary    additional    Judges.     The
appointment   of   temporary   High   Court    Judges
presents in any event certain undesirable features,
but  these  features   are   aggravated  by  delay  and
uncertainty in the appointments or reappointments.
For some years past this High Court has been left
in uncertainty as to whether two or even one addi
tional Judge will be given for the current year.    The
Budget is so framed as to leave this in doubt, and in
practice it is not until the middle of March or there
abouts that it is definitely known whether the neces
sary financial provisions have been passed.    If, for
instance, the local Legislature has effected a cut in
some  other  direction,   or has  thrown  out  certain
proposed taxation, then there is a serious risk of at
any rate one additional Judge being dropped.    Even
assuming the Budget gets through, the Government
of India has still to be consulted as to the appoint
ments to be made.    And in the result the last day
of the April sitting may come and the Long Vacation
begin   without  the   existing  additional   Judges   or
Judge knowing whether they are to vacate their
rooms in the High Court and revert to the Bar, or
whether they are expected back on the Bench.    A
Judge's best work can only be done with reasonable
security and peace  of mind.    And these financial
methods are not best calculated to secure either.
And they also produce an undesirable dependence
on the views of the local Finance Department.
 28.	Turning next to objections to the proposal of
the Associated Chamber of Commerce, these have to
some degree been stated in considering the points
put forward in support of the proposal.    But there
remains a strong objection for consideration,  viz.
the probable loss of the personal touch in the future
relations between Government and the High Court.
Prima facie the local Government should know its
own Bench and Bar better than a central Govern
ment can.    The opportunities of meeting too  are
better, for even a few minutes' friendly chat at some
outdoor sport or social  gathering may save two
busy men much time, and prevent misunderstandings
in official correspondence.    It has to be remembered,
however, that Government is only in Bombay for
some four months of the year, and that even then
it is much preoccupied first by the Budget, and then
by the sittings of the Legislative Council.   The rest
of the year Government is at either Mahableshwar
or Poona and both of these places involve return
journeys of a length and at an expenditure of time
which Judges cannot afford haying regard' to .tfreit
pressing judicial and administrative work iri'BpmBayL
In practice then it is only during the cold weather
that the High Court is likely to have the advantage
of meeting the senior officers of Government.    Bu£
having said that, the serious practical nature of the
above objection still remains.
29.	It  has  been  further  objected  that  a local
Government would be more likely to give adequate
time and attention to the views of its own single
Hiffh Court than a central Government would do to
any one of 7 or more High Courts placed under it.
There is some weight in this, particular^ if the
central department was overworked.   On the other
hand this objection to some degree postulates that
the central department might not do its duty.   Even
if that contingency can properly be contemplated,
all the 7 High Courts would presumably be affected,
and a united protest from them all would probably
be more effective than would that of a single High
Court subject to its own local Government.
30   It is further urged in objection that the Central Government would still have to consult the local
 Government on many High Court matters, and that this would result in increased correspondence and delay rather than the reverse. To some degree this is probably true. But even under existing circumstances there must necessarily be a substantial correspondence between the central Government and the local Governments over the various High Courts. The only difference in the correspondence of this High Court would be that it would go direct to th'e Government of India and not to the Government of Bombay except in matters relating to the mofussil Courts.
 31.	There are doubtless other matters to be taken
into consideration, but the dominating and rival con
tentions as this High Court sees them at present are
on the one side the fear of the adverse effects which
political changes may cause in the future security
and efficiency of the High Courts, and on the other
hand the love of their own Presidency with its past
proud history and their natural preference to work
with men whom they know and who know them.
For the moment the High Court begs to be excused
for giving its final opinion.    As already pointed out
it has not yet had the advantage of" a discussion
on the subject with representatives of  its Govern
ment.    It is possible that in any event its opinion
will not be unanimous.    But on the following points
there will be no disagreement, viz. that in the view
of His Majesty's Judges, the High Courts of India
are one of the strongest supports of Government,
and that anything that would tend to undermine
them would be fraught with danger to Government
itself.    Agitators have fully recognised this in recent
years when they started an attempt to boycott all
the law Courts of the country.    At present, however,
the village people base their simple faith on the fact
that the High Court stands between them and any
attempted zulum on the part of the local policeman
or executive official.    But once that High Court is
rendered inefficient, then tyranny or corruption or
even incompetence may prove a source of widespread
discontent which it would be difficult to stay, and
yet if it was unstayed would probably result in some
serious  disaster.    The  right solution  then  of  the
present proposal is a grave decision to make, and
requires a reasonable opportunity for its due con
sideration.
 32.	As regards the other proposal for the formation
of a Supreme Court, this matter has more than once
been mooted in the  central  Legislature  and  has
hitherto been rejected.    This High Court amongst
others has already advised against it.    The practical
difficulties of providing a body of Judges, all under
60«arid ytft with-'sufficient experience and ability to
3omnz.anH"«f4^ eoiifidfencfe of all the Provinces of India
even  when  reversing  the  decisions   of  their   own
High.  £$urtfe»;are very   great, if   not   insuperable.
TheLcEkptce. Ofc.a central spot with a central bar
woiild, he another difficulty.    Possibly an increase in
tiiei ^^js-limit to, say, 65, and a reduced length of
sittings" Eke the Privy Council might be palliatives.
But a peripatetic Supreme Court corresponding to
the High Court of Australia would probably invoke
too great a physical strain on its Judges, to say
nothing of the expenses of new Law Courts and
accommodation in  each Presidency capital.    This
High Court, therefore, does not support the present
proposal for a Supreme Court.
33.	In conclusion the Chief Justice and Judges
wish to say that if the Indian Statutory Commission
would like to have any oral evidence from this High
Court, some of the Judges will be prepared *o give
it, provided their evidence can be taken in camera
as was the case with the Chamier and Rankin Com
mittees.
12th September, 1928.

